
D&L Sports Inc. Presents: 
 

The ultimate tactical shooting Championship… 
 

The International Tactical Rifleman's Championship 
 

Three Gun Competition, Rifle, Carbine, and Handgun: March 2,3,4 2012                
 
The D&L Sports Inc.. annual International Tactical Rifleman’s Championship is considered the proving ground for 
tactical marksmen and their equipment. Test your skill and your gear against competitors from around the world. The 
primary focus of this competition is tactical marksmanship. PREVIOUS YEARS' PRIZE TABLES HAD CUSTOM 
GUNS, SHOOTING ACCESSORIES, AND TROPHIES VALUED IN EXCESS OF $25,000.00. This year’s prize table 
may prove to be even better! $10,000.00 cash is already on the prize table for the 2012 ITRC, and events will be 
filmed for TV. 
 
The match is a three-day team event held at TBD. Teams of two riflemen will engage the courses of fire. On the field 
courses, one shooter will engage targets from 0-500 yards and the other will be responsible for 0-1000 yards. Most 
carbine targets will be 0–300, and most rifle targets will be 0-600. Short-Range courses will demonstrate pistol and 
carbine skills. 
 
Field courses and known distance shooting at the TBD will challenge beginners and experts. The competition is open 
to Law Enforcement, Military, and qualified civilians (clean criminal record). 
 
The match fee for both the International Tactical Rifleman’s Championship and The Golden Egg Shoot will be $300.00 
per person ($600.00 per team). Slots are limited, sign up early. 
 
NEW SHOOTER MEETING LOCATION (mandatory):  
Location: TBD 
Date: March 1, 2012  Time: 1900 hrs 
 
NEW AWARDS PRESENTATION LOCATION:  
Location: TBD 
Date: March 4, 2012 Time: 1900 hrs 
 
For further information on The International Tactical Rifleman’s Championship, please contact D&L Sports, Inc. at 
928.636.1726, see www.dlsports.com, or email dlsports@vcn.com. 
 



The International Tactical Rifleman's Championship 
 

General Information and I.T.R.C. Rules 
 
The primary goal of this event is to provide a safe proving ground for modern riflemen and their equipment. Lessons 
learned from this practical exercise will provide information and knowledge from which we can advance our field 
proficiency and gain confidence in our abilities. The courses of fire and scoring methods are designed to demonstrate 
the importance of data development to attain accurate first shot placement. 
 
Two man teams will work together to solve course problems. Each team will travel the course with one or more Range 
Officers that will record scores and enforce the match rules. Teams will generally equip themselves with a precision 
rifle, pistols and a carbine. The team will select firearms correct for each course of fire. Great latitude is allowed for 
equipment selection, although the same equipment must be used throughout the match. Shooters will encounter 
targets from 0-50 yards (pistol), 0-500 yards (carbine) and 0-1000 yards (precision rifle) on the courses. (Bonus targets 
may be farther.) Most carbine shooting will be 0–300 yards and most rifle shooting will be 0–600 yards and most pistol 
is close range. The ITRC match is well suited for one precision bolt gun and one semi auto carbine. Two separate 
carbines can be used: a fast action carbine and a precision carbine. 
 
Caliber requirements for rifle/carbine are .338 Lapua or less in center fire configuration. Any field practical sights are 
allowed. Any field practical support devices and range estimating devices are permitted. Service pistols must be 9mm 
caliber or larger, field durable, and carried in a safe, secure field practical holster. Pistol magazines beyond +2 
cartridge base pads are not allowed. Optical pistol sights are permitted, provided the pistol can be securely retained in 
a holster and the competitor understands there are no alibis for breakage.  
 
MINIUM RECOMMENDED CARTRIDGE ALLOTMENT PER TEAM 
Precision Rifle 300 rounds     Carbine 500 rounds      Pistol 500 rounds 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: 
No tracer, armor piercing, or steel core bullets are allowed. All pistol ammo must be lead free frangible ammo. (Close 
range shoot house shooting involved.) If you want to buy ammo (9mm, 40cal, 45acp frangible), or ship ammo or guns, 
contact TBD. 
 
FIELD COURSES 
Each team will shoot each course of fire at a designated time and following a designated trail. The team arrives at a 
shooting station, makes ready, and engages pistol targets impacting each with at least two hits. Pistol targets are white 
steel at 0-50 yards, and should be engaged from close to far, by one or both shooters, one shooter at a time, to allow 
the Range Officer (R.O.) an opportunity to determine hits. All targets must be fired on. Pistol targets require two hits 
each for a reward of 10 points per hit, with a 20-point maximum per pistol target. There will be no penalty for missed 
shots fired on the pistol target(s). 
 
After all pistol targets are engaged, pistols must be cleared, shown clear to the attending R.O., and dry fired and 
holstered. Next, one shooter may engage the medium range (0-500 yards) carbine targets from close to far. Team 
must identify the target to be shot to the R.O. before firing. The medium-range targets will be painted red, and must be 
fired upon at least twice. After two successful hits, an award of 20 points (20 positive points maximum allowed per 
target) will be scored. An unlimited number of shots are allowed at a 20-point deduction per missed carbine target on 
field courses. 
 



After the red targets are engaged (at least two shots fired at each), the weapon is cleared and shown clear to the R.O. 
and dry fired, then the engagement of the long-range blue targets may commence by the other shooter. One team 
shooter must identify the target to be engaged to the R.O. prior to firing. Multiple long-range targets will be 
encountered. Care should be taken not to engage targets of an adjacent station, as all shots will be recorded as 
misses. Long-range targets will require a minimum of 2 shots each with an award of 40 points for a hit, with only two 
hits scoring positive points. Misses are a 20-point deduction, with an unlimited number of shots allowed. When both 
team members are done shooting the station, rifles are cleared and shown clear to the R.O. With the hammer snapped 
down, travel to the next station may begin. Both shooters must remain at the same station until all weapons are shown 
clear to the R.O. All weapons must be carried with an empty chamber and the hammer down. Loaded magazines can 
be inserted AFTER THE BOLT IS CLOSED AND HAMMER IS DOWN. Shooters cannot load integral magazines on 
the move. Detachable mags can be loaded on the move. Shooters must travel together to the next shooting station. 
 
At the course staging area each team will be advised of the maximum allowed time for that course of fire. When time 
has expired, the R.O. will command a cease-fire, whereby all weapons are cleared and shown clear to the Range 
Officer. All firearms will be dry fired in a safe direction to assure chambers are empty. Shooters will be escorted back 
to the staging area at that time. Teams that are able to quickly resolve all station targets will be more likely to finish 
within the allotted time. Teams completing the course of fire before the allotted time will receive 1 point per minute 
added to their total course points, for every full unused minute. 
 
GULLY COURSES 
The team arrives at the course area, receives R.O. instructions, only one shooter loads and makes ready. On the GO 
command, the team will traverse the course with one shooter engaging targets as identified. The targets on this course 
are partially concealed. Safe gun handling, safe shooter positioning, and team communication will be critical. The R.O. 
must be aware of the intended target to award the proper credit for hits. The Pistol targets (white in color) must be 
engaged by the designated pistol shooter. Only one shooter may shoot at a time. Pistol targets may only be engaged 
with a pistol. All targets on this course of fire require two hits to be considered successfully engaged and receive an 
award of two points. Targets only impacted once receive one point. Be sure not to outrun your R.O. He has to be 
present to record hits. If an R.O. is delayed, your time will be credited. No penalty is assessed for misses. For safety 
reasons, targets that are passed beyond 180 degrees of either shooter are not to be fired on. Passed targets fired 
upon will be considered a safety violation and may (at the discretion of the R.O.) warrant disqualification.  
 
TEAM VS. TEAM 
This event will involve teams shooting at targets at ranges between 0 and 500 yards. Team vs. Team competition will 
be worth 100-points for 1st place, 90-points for second place, with point awards down to the 10th place at +10 points. 
Unloaded weapons will be promptly placed at the firing line pointed down range. Sighting will not be permitted during 
weapon placement. Loose ammo will be put in a designated container at each shooting station. At the GO command 
teams will move to the firing line, load the carbine (only), and successfully engage carbine targets. Targets must be 
engaged from “close” to “far”. After all carbine targets are successfully engaged, the precision shooter may load and 
begin engaging his/her designated long-range targets. Successful hits on out of order or incorrect targets will not be 
declared as hits. The first team to successfully engage all assigned targets will cause a cease-fire, and that team will 
advance to the next round. If neither team successfully completes the course of fire within the allotted time (2 ½ 
minutes), both teams are eliminated from advancing, unless it is the final shoot-off for 1st and 2nd place. Team 
members may spot, load magazines, and assist each other while keeping their bodies (primarily) within their shooting 
station. Out of sequence target engagement or premature engagement of the stop plate will cause a Did Not Finish, 
and elimination from advancement. Only ammo that is brought to the firing line by either team member may be used 
during this event. Awarded points will be added to the overall team score. Both shooters are required to engage 
targets (participate). 
 
CHOPPER EVENT 
The optional chopper event is included in the cost of entry into the 2004 ITRC. This event will fly two person teams and 
a safety officer through a course of fire and allow shooters to engage targets on the fly. 223 caliber carbines and 
ammo will be supplied to teams for this event. 
 



SURPRISE EVENTS 
The Match Director may choose to add additional competitive events during the match. Any additional points awarded 
will be added to the primary match results. Extra activities may include: expanded live fire shoot house, Tower shoot, 
Shooting from moving vehicle, Live fire bus clearing, and nighttime team event.  
 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
Safe, sportsmanlike conduct is required at all times during the events related to the ITRC. Unsafe, argumentative, or 
disruptive behavior are grounds for disqualification. You are expected to be promptly ready for your turn at fire. 
Delaying events will cause you to lose your opportunity to fire and may result in disqualification. 
 
No allowances will be made for equipment breakage or failure. All gear must be field durable to be practical and 
reliable. Safety violations, dropped weapons, accidental discharges, and unsportsmanlike conduct may result in 
disqualification and/or ejection from the event and a non refunded entry fee. 
 
Thank you for your cooperation in making The International Tactical Rifleman's Championship the premiere tactical 
event. Your commitment to safety and your demonstration of true sportsmanlike behavior are what make this event 
successful and enjoyable for all. 
 
We value your suggestions and comments on how to improve the events. Please take a few minutes to send us a 
letter of your likes, dislikes and ideas for the future. 
 



Rules 
 

1) During field courses all shooters will travel along a specified shooting trail. Short cutting the trail is grounds for 
disqualification. Each two-man team must travel together and shoot in close proximity of each other, one shooter 
at a time, with safety being of utmost concern. 

 
2) On field courses, competitors will be started at designated intervals that may vary from course to course. All 

competitors will be given the same amount of time on the same course of fire. During the allotted time, the 
competitors will be awarded points and be debited points depending on proper target engagement and target hits 
and misses. 

 
3) Should a team be overtaken, the overtaken team will immediately unload all firearms and return to the staging area 

following a safe route that is designated by the attending Range Officer. The overtaken team will retain the course 
score that was recorded until the time they were overtaken. It is highly unlikely that a team will be overtaken 
because of generous time intervals and shortened course design. Overtaking another team is only allowed after 
proper engagement of the course of fire. 

 
4) All firearms carried in the field courses will be carried with an empty chamber and the hammer down. This includes 

shoulder arms and handguns. After firing is complete at a designated station, chambers shall be cleared and 
shown clear to the attending R.O. before proceeding to the next station. Violation may result in disqualification. 
Some designated courses are considered one continuous course of fire, and weapons need not be cleared during 
the course of fire (consult R.O.) 

 
5) Handguns used or to be used in the Short-Range course must be carried (unloaded) while each competitor is 

engaged in the rifle courses, in the same holster. Both team members must carry a service pistol. A minimum of 25 
rounds of the proper pistol ammunition must be carried as well. No pistol should be carried for the shoot off for 
safety reasons. 

 
6) Eye and ear protection is mandatory during all firing for competitors and spectators. Safe equipment and 

ammunition is required. Ammunition that seats the bullet into the lands of the barrel, and requires firing to avoid 
separation of the bullet and the case (dumping powder in the action) should not be used because it is not field 
practical. Firing a chambered round to resolve this situation will result in a 20-point deduction, and may result in a 
DQ if done inappropriately. BE SURE YOU ARE FIELDING SAFE EQUIPMENT. Any equipment creating a safety 
concern, such as (but not limited to) malfunctions, accidental discharges, spent case malformation and too light or 
doubling trigger mechanisms, may result in a team disqualification from a course of fire, or from the entire match, 
or penalty points being assessed. 

 
7) In team events, any disqualification of a single team member will also disqualify the other team member. The 

attending R.O. will determine if the disqualification warrants elimination from the course of fire, or the entire match. 
 
8) Competitors must engage all targets, firing at least twice regardless of whether or not the shooter feels the shot to 

be realistic for his equipment and/or skill level. The shooter may shoot multiple times at any one target, 
remembering that some misses incur a deduction of points from their score. Only the specified number of points 
can be awarded for each target successfully engaged. On target successful hits can not add points beyond the 
specified number of points. 

 
9) On the long-range rifle targets in field courses, a single hit will be awarded 40 points. Two shots per long-range 

target are required to satisfy the “engagement” rule. Each long-range miss will result in a 20-point deduction. Did 
Not Engage will result in a 40-point deduction. The moderate-range targets (carbine) on each station will be 
painted red, and will require two shots from the mid-range shooter. After two successful hits on each carbine 
target, there will be a 20-point award. Missing carbine targets on field course result in a 20-point deduction per 
miss. Did Not Engage will result in a 40-point deduction. Any pistol target that may be present on the Long Range 
Rifle Field course will be painted white and be within 50 yards of the shooting station. After two successful hits on 
each pistol target, there will be a 20-point award. Misses on pistol targets will not incur a deduction unless the 
targets are not engaged. Did Not Engage will result in a 40-point deduction for each target. 

 



10) Teams that complete a field course before the allotted time has lapsed will receive one bonus point for every full 
minute remaining in the allotted time. Teams must begin and finish together. If one team member quits the course, 
the other may not continue. In the event of a team quitting, the team will retain the score at the time of 
discontinuation minus the indicated points for Did Not Engage, calculated for the remaining targets on the course. 

 
11) It is the shooters' responsibility to advise the R.O. as to which target is being engaged, prior to the shot. Only one 

shooter may shoot at a time. Miscommunication between the shooter and the R.O. may result in loss of 
points due to an unobserved hit by the R.O. Targets should be engaged from close proximity to far, such as 
Pistol, (if present) Moderate-Range and Long-Range. 

 
12) There will be no allowances for equipment malfunction or failure. In the event of an unsafe or absolute gun failure, 

and after approval of the R.O., the other shooter may assume target engagement for both shooters. Only pistols 
are to be used to engage pistol targets. The failed gun (if field repaired) can not resume firing until the next station 
once the other team member has begun shooting. Shooters unable to complete a course of fire will retain the 
score at the time of discontinuation minus the indicated points for Did Not Engage, calculated for the remaining 
targets on the course. 

 
13) All necessary equipment/gear, food, water, and health maintenance supplies are the responsibility of each shooter. 

Professional healthcare services are distant from the event locations. Participants and observers that are not in 
good health and physical condition should not participate or attend the event. 

 
14) At the Match Director's discretion, there may be a free style man vs. man or team vs. team shoot off or other re-

shoot opportunities to resolve any tie scores or to resolve any situations that (in the opinion of the Match Director) 
will equalize opportunities for any given competitor. 

 
15) General match prizes will be awarded based on the published match results placement. The overall first place 

score will get first choice from the prize table (one prize each). Winners must be present to claim awards unless 
prior arrangement has been made with the match director. 

 
16) All firearm prizes will be labeled with the winner's name and shipped to the winner's home state, to a current FFL 

holder. No firearms awarded will be released at the awards ceremony to non-FFL holders. Prizes not acquired 
within 30 days revert back to D&L Sports, Inc. 

 
17) A 9mm caliber or larger pistol is required to qualify as a service handgun. In order to extend the service life of our 

steel targets, armor piercing, steel core, or any steel destructive bullets will not be allowed. All pistol ammo must 
be frangible. Any rifle cartridge larger than a .338 Lapua must receive prior approval by the match director. 

 
18) Safe conduct and sportsman’s courtesy are required for participation as a competitor or a spectator. Any breech of 

this requirement can result in disqualification and ejection from the match and/or training, or ejection from the 
event area. Disqualification, ejection, or failure to complete the match will cause elimination from the event. No 
refunds or credits will be given for eliminated individuals or teams. 

 
19) Please remember that the R.O.’s are volunteers. They are present for your safety and the safety of observers, 

local residents and others personal property. R.O.’s will strive to be fair and as observant as possible. R.O.’s have 
authorization to disqualify shooters and eject observers for unsportsmanlike behavior as well as safety violations. 
Hits and misses are determined by the attending R.O. only. Competitors should be courteous and respectful while 
interacting with R.O.’s. Any grievances should be brought to the attention of the Match Director. Argumentative 
behavior toward the R.O.’s will not be tolerated. 

 
20) All competitors must use the same firearms throughout the match, unless mechanical failure has rendered a 

weapon unsafe or unusable and the Match Director has approved the change. Throughout the courses there 
should be approximately equal participation from both shooters with target engagement. 

 



21) Any tampering with another competitor's firearm or ammunition will result in ejection and dismissal from the event. 
 
22) All competitors should understand and abide by all gun safety rules including the basic safety rules: 

1. All firearms are to be considered loaded at all times.  
2. Never point the gun at a target that you do not intend to destroy (muzzle control). 
3. Never place your finger on the trigger until your sights are on the target. 
4. Be aware of your target and what is beyond. 
 
Some stages will require placing the weapon in a stationary gun rack. You must position your rifle muzzle down in 
these racks. At this event, the only approved method of weapon handling is with the muzzle pointed in a safe 
direction. DO NOT cover anyone with the line of the muzzle, regardless of what condition the action is in. Shooters 
wishing to clean or perform maintenance on any weapon in between courses of fire must seek the approval of an 
attending R.O. The R.O. will designate the location for the handling of the weapon and indicate the direction that 
the muzzle must be pointed at all times during handling.  
 
These rules are enforced for your safety, as well as the safety of others attending the event. Please have a clear 
understanding of firearm safety, the match rules and common range commands before attending the event. Any 
questions should be directed at the Match Director or his designee prior to match. Eye and ear protection is 
mandatory for all in attendance. 

 



I.T.R.C. SCORING Overview 
 
Long-Range Targets on Field Courses (BLUE) 
+40 per hit, -20 per miss, 2 hits scored 
 
Medium-Range Carbine Targets on Field Courses (RED) 
+10 per hit, -20 penalty per miss, 2 hits scored 
 
Pistol Targets on Field Courses (WHITE) 
+10 per hit, no penalty per miss, 2 hits scored 
 
 (inside shoot house: -20 for miss off bullet trap, -20 for no-shoot target hit). 
 
Team vs. Team 
(see text) 
 
General penalties:  
fail to engage will be -40 per target / misses: -20 each / overtime shots: -20 each 
 
Available Bonus Points 
+1 point for each full minute the course is completed under time limit 
 
General Target Colors (unless specified otherwise) 
Blue - Long-Range Rifle, Red - Carbine, White - Pistol 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Definition: 
Fail to engage = passing targets without observing them and/or shooting at them the required minimum number of 
times. Hitting is not required to satisfy the engagement rule, however no positive points are earned without hitting. 



 
 

2012 International Tactical Rifleman's Championships 
Registration Form 

 
Name: __________________________________ D.O.B: ____________________________________      
 
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
State: _________________________ Zipcode: ______________________ 
 
Phone: ________________________ Cell: _________________________  
 
eMail: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Shooting Experience: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Occupation: _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Supervisor’s Name and Phone: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Character References: ________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ITRC Partner’s Name: _________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Right of refusal reserved. Fees are non-refundable less than 90 days prior to the event.  
Registration is limited.    
 
A signed ITRC waiver form from each attendee must accompany your registration form.    
 
Make ITRC checks payable to: D&L Sports Inc.  
 
Mail ITRC payment and registration form to:  
  DLS inc.  
  ITRC Registration  
  P.O.Box 4843  
  Chino Valley, Az 86323  
 
Questions? Contact Dave Lauck at dlsports@vcn.com or 307 686 4008  
 
Numerous training events to enhance operator performance are also being held at TBD.  

 
 
 
 
 



Dave Lauck, D&L Sports Inc., D&L Sports S.A.T.A. EVENTS/SureFire LLC/ Consulting/ 
Gunsmithing/Protective Services/Products/Firearms/Ammunition/Training/Land Use/Liability Waiver/Hold Harmless 

Agreement 
 
I have complete understanding of this document and of the rules for the events/training/service agreement that I will participate in, and/or observe. I 
have complete understanding of the terms and conditions of requesting consulting/gunsmithing/protective 
services/products/firearms/ammunition/training from D&L Sports, Inc., Dave Lauck, DLSATA, SureFire LLC. These terms include the acceptance of 
all risk and liability, even for negligence and gross negligence, during any association with Dave Lauck, D & L Sports Inc, DLSATA, SureFire LLC, 
and for any products and/or services obtained from same. I have read and or been advised of all relevant rules and/or information, and any 
questions that I had, have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to follow all the rules and recommendations at all times. Furthermore, I 
understand that with all live shooting events, training, and firearms modification and manufacture, and related products, there exist inherent risks. 
These risks include, but are not limited to destruction of my equipment, equipment failure and/or malfunction, injury to myself or other persons, 
serious or permanent disability, and even death. In the case of gunsmith or manufacturing services, I understand I will lose all down payments and 
firearms if I do not make final payments or pick up completed and paid for firearms within 30 days of completion. I understand all Dave Lauck/D&L 
Sports Inc. policies and procedures before I signed this agreement. I accept all products and services "as is" with no warrantee expressed or 
implied. Some events require potentially strenuous physical exertion, and I understand that I should not engage in any activities that may create a 
health risk to me. I understand I can quit physical activities at any time. Without reservation, I agree to hold harmless, and waive any liability, 
whatsoever, against D&L Sports Inc., Dave Lauck, consulting, manufacturing and gunsmithing associates, SureFire LLC, the match directors, the 
Range Officers, match assistants, match sponsors, and landowners of the property where the match and/or activities occur. I agree to hold harmless 
for any event which occurs Dave Lauck, D&L Sports, and Surefire LLC. Acquring protective services inside or outside U.S. borders from, or with the 
assitance of Dave Lauck, D&L Sports Inc, and or associates does not completely assure the safety of the involved parties. There will always be risks 
associated with travel and human and or animal interaction.This agreement will remain in effect for all activities and services for all time, and for all 
interactions,  until I revoke it in writing, to Dave Lauck, and receive written acknowledgement from Dave Lauck. In the event of my death, my heirs, 
agency/unit, and associates also agree to the terms of this agreement. 
 
In consideration for utilizing D&L Sports Inc. services and/or facilities, attending training and/or competition, or being on Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Inc. 
property, or SureFire Training Facility, or attending any other event involving Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Inc, I do release, waive, discharge and 
covenant not to sue Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Inc., or related officers, consulting and gunsmithing and manufacturing associates, agents, servants, 
employees, assistants, other involved land owners, range officers, safety officers, manufacturers and vendors of event/training/duty related items 
(herein after referred to as releases) from any and all liability, claims, demands, actions, and causes of action whatsoever arising out of or related to 
any loss, damage, or injury, including death, that may be sustained by me, or to any property belonging to me, whether caused by the negligence or 
gross negligence of the releasees, or otherwise, while participating in any such activities, or while in, or upon any premises or land where the 
activities are being conducted. I further hereby agree to indemnify and hold harmless the releasees from any loss, liability, damage or costs, 
including court costs and attorneys fees, that may incur due to gunsmithing, manufacturing, products, and/or my attendance/participation in any 
activities involving the releasees on any premises, whether caused by negligence or gross negligence on anyone's behalf, or otherwise. I 
understand I am liable for, and agree to pay any and all attorneys fees Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Inc. feels compelled to, or decides to incur relating to 
this agreement or for any other reason. I understand that any medical costs associated with any injury are solely my responsibility. I understand that 
any and all equipment, of any design, with any and all modifications, and/or faults, even without proper safety measures, is used voluntarily and 
completely at my own risk. If I am acting on behalf of a police agency or individual or military organization, they have a complete understanding of 
my activities and the contents of this document. Prices are subject to change without notice. Any firearms modifications or manufacture and/or 
deletions are in accordance with my agency's and/or unit's policy and guidelines and they have authorized same. Once signed, this waiver of liability 
and hold harmless agreement will remain in effect until releasees acknowledge in writing the receipt of written withdrawal from the agreement. My 
signature on this waiver, or the D&L Sports Inc. order form have the same meaning, and a single waiver or order form signature is understood and 
agreed to cover all interactions at any time and date including interactions before the date of signing. Guardian and parental signatures for those 
under the age of 18 indicate full agreement with this document by all parties. My participation and association with releasees is completely voluntary 
and I am aware I can quit activity involvement at any time. I understand that I am accepting all risk and liability for any and all possible injury and 
damage that may occur to me in all situations whether risk was predictable or not, foreseeable or not, and further understand that I am entering into 
a potentially dangerous activity. I understand I could be shot by myself or another, and/or be the victim of equipment malfunction. I accept total 
personal responsibility for all these risks. I also agree to wear my safety glasses, hearing protection and body armor, and carry backup and/or life 
saving equipment for use in the event of a malfunction and/or injury. I also accept the fact there is always the potential for scoring errors in 
competition events. I accept any loss caused by same. I understand no fires are allowed on any properties when any fire danger exists, and further 
agree to pay for all damage caused by any fire I start, attend, or associate with. I also agree to pay for all other damages/injuries I may cause with a 
firearm or otherwise. Any items left at or on D&L Sports Inc. or event related property are subject to loss and or damage and is done so at your own 
risk. 
 

Waiver, Release of Liability, Indemnification and Consent to Medical Attention 
 
In consideration of, and as a condition to me being allowed to participate in any type of training or use of the facilities operated by DAVE LAUCK/DL 
SPORTS INC. on the premises located at D&L Sports Inc. I hereby expressly state and agree to be bound by each of the following: 
 
1. Voluntary Participation; Physical and Mental Health and Criminal Record. I understand and confirm that my use of the Facilities is voluntary. 
I hereby represent that I am in good physical and mental health and that I have no reason to believe that I am not in good physical and mental 
health. I have a clean criminal record, including no felony or domestic violence convictions. It is legal for me to possess firearms. 
 
2. Obligation to Inspect the Facilities and Equipment. I agree that prior to use, I shall inspect the Facilities, any other related property, 
equipment, targets, and customized or manufactured firearm or ammunition to be used. If I believe anything is unsafe, I will immediately advise 
DAVE LAUCK of such unsafe condition(s) and shall not use the Facilities, other property, or any such equipment or firearm or ammunition. 
 
3. Identification of Risks. I understand that my use of the Facilities and the equipment in the Facilities involves risk of property damage, injury 
(including, without limitation, brain and spinal cord injuries that may cause paralysis), disability and death. I further understand that the Facilities are 
unsupervised. I understand that physical training and participation in athletic activities can involve the forceful manipulation of the body, forceful 
physical contact, and strenuous physical exertion. I understand the nature and seriousness of these risks and voluntarily assume, incur, and accept 
these risks. 
 
4. Assumption of Risk. I represented that before beginning or changing any physical training, exercise program, or athletic activity, that I consulted 
with a physician. I am physically and psychologically ready to use the Facilities and assume all risks, known or unknown, foreseeable or 
unforeseeable, connected with my use of the Facilities or other property or services and/or products. I accept personal responsibility for any liability, 
injury, loss, or damage in any way connected with my use of the Facilities, other property, and all equipment and ammunition. 
 
5. WAIVER AND RELEASE. I HEARBY WAIVE, RELEASE, COVENANT NOT TO SUE AND FOREVER DISCHARGE DAVE LAUCK, D&L 
SPORTS INC., SUREFIRE LLC, ITS AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS AND ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, SHAREHOLDERS, AGENTS, 



EMPLOYEES, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, RIGHTS, DEMANDS AND CAUSES OF ACTION, OF ANY KIND 
WHATSOEVER, FOR LIABILITY, INJURY, LOSS, OR DAMAGE THAT IS PHYSICAL, MENTAL, PECUNIARY, KNOWN, UNKNOWN, FORESEEN, 
OR UNFORESEEN IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH MY USE OF THE FACILITIES OR THE EQUIPMENT LOCATED THEREIN OR MY 
PRESENCE ON OR ABOUT THE FACILITIES OR CONNECTED IN ANY WAY TO ANY OTHER SERVICES OR PRODUCTS PROVIDED BY 
DAVE LAUCK/D&L SPORTS INC., AND SUREFIRE LLC WHETHER OR NOT CAUSED IN WHOLE OR PART BY THE NEGLIGENCE OR GROSS 
NEGLIGENCE OF DAVE LAUCK/ D&L SPORTS INC., AND/OR SUREFIRE LLC. I INTEND FOR THIS WAIVER, RELEASE OF LIABILITY, 
INDEMNIFICATION AND CONSENT TO MEDICAL ATTENTION ALSO TO APPLY TO MY RELATIVES, ESTATE, PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVES, HEIRS, BENEFICIARIES, EMPLOYER, AGENCY, UNIT, NEXT OF KIN, OR ASSIGNS WHO MIGHT PURSUE ANY LEGAL 
ACTION OR CLAIM FOR SUCH LIABILITY, INJURY, LOSS OR DAMAGE. I HEREBY WAIVE RELEASE, COVENANT NOT TO SUE, AND 
FOREVER DISCHARGE DAVE LAUCK, D&L SPORTS INC., AND/OR SUREFIRE LLC FROM ANY AND ALL CLAIMS, RIGHTS, DEMANDS, AND 
CAUSES OF ACTION, OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER, FOR ANY LIABILITY, INJURY, LOSS, OR DAMAGE I MAY SUSTAIN THAT IS SUFFERED 
BY ME WHILE ENTERING, EXITING, OCCUPYING, OR USING PROPERTY, REAL OR PERSONAL, IN WHICH DAVE LAUCK/D&L SPORTS 
INC., AND/OR SUREFIRE LLC HAS AN INTEREST, AND ALL OTHER PROPERTIES, WHETHER OR NOT SUCH INJURIES, LOSSES OR 
LIABILITES ARE CAUSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY ANY NEGLIGENCE OR GROSS NEGLIGENCE OF DAVE LAUCK, D&L SPORTS INC., 
SUREFIRE LLC OR ANY OTHER PERSON. I UNDERSTAND SERVING AS A RANGE OFFICER PRESENTS THE RISK OF SEVERE INJURY OR 
DEATH, AS DOES ASSISTING WITH GENERAL LABOR TASKS, AND I ACCEPT ALL RISKS VOLUNTARILY. 
 
6. Indemnification. I hereby agree to hold harmless and indemnify Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Inc., and Surefire LLC from any and all causes of 
action, judgments, or claims, that may come about as a direct or indirect result of my participating in any physical training or athletic activity or use of 
products and/or services. This indemnification shall include all causes of action, judgements, or claims, that may come about as a direct or indirect 
result of the negligence, in whole or in part, of Dave Lauck/D&L Inc./Surefire LLC OR ANY OTHER PERSON. 
 
7. Medical Treatment. I agree that Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Inc., Surefire LLC or any representative thereof, may, but has no duty to, provide to me 
with first aid, or through medical personnel of their choice, medical or training assistance, transportation, and emergency medical services. This 
consent does not impose a duty upon Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Inc., or Surefire LLC to provide such assistance, transportation or services. I agree to 
be solely responsible for all medical expenses incurred in connection with my association with Dave Lauck, DLSATA , Surefire LLC and/or my use of 
the facilities or association with any other person, or property related to DLSATA events. I understand I may be unattended and unsupervised, and 
medical attention may be hours away, if any. I understand I may die without getting any medical attention, by getting improper attention, and/or not 
being evacuated promptly, or at all. 
 
8. Applicable Law; Choice of Venue. This Waiver, Agreement/Work Order for Products or Services, Release of Liability, Indemnification and 
Consent to Medical Attention is to be interpreted consistent with the laws of the State of Arizona. Neither party shall commence any litigation against 
the other arising out of a Waiver, Release of Liability, Work Order, Indemnification and Consent to Medical Attention or its termination except in a 
court located in Yavapai County Arizona. Each party hereby consents to jurisdiction over it by, and exclusive venue in, the courts located in Yavapai 
County Arizona.  
 
9. Severability. I understand that this Waiver, Agreement for Services, Release of Liability, Indemnification and Consent to Medical Attention is 
intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by law and that if any portion hereof is held invalid, I agree that the balance shall continue in full 
legal force and effect. 
 
I HAVE READ THIS WAIVER, RELEASE OF LIABILITY, AGREEMENT FOR SERVICES, INDEMNIFICATION AND CONSENT TO MEDICAL 
ATTENTION AND UNDERSTAND THAT I HAVE GIVEN UP SUBSTANTIAL RIGHTS BY SIGNING IT. I AM SIGNING THIS WAIVER, RELEASE 
OF LIABILITY, INDEMNIFICATION AND CONSENT TO MEDICAL ATTENTION VOLUNTARILY. I UNDERSTAND THAT MY SIGNATURE ON A 
D&L SPORTS WORK AND/OR PRODUCT ORDER FORM IS THE SAME AS SIGNING THIS FORM. ANY PAYMENT OF ANY KIND WITH OR 
WITHOUT ANY TYPE OF FORM, TO D&L SPORTS INC./DAVE LAUCK FOR ANY PRODUCT OR SERVICE IS INDICATION OF 
UNDERSTANDING AND COMPLETE AGREEMENT WITH THIS DOCUMENT. 
 
I hereby consent to the photographing and/or videotape recording and use of my image and my written words and narration in the production, 
publication, and promotion of Dave Lauck/D&L Sports Activities and/or I.T.R.C video or TV coverage by any media company, its agents, licensees 
and/or assigns before paying and non-paying readers/viewers. I also consent to the use of my photographed and/or videotaped image in other Dave 
Lauck, media productions and/or publications, website, and in the publication of the articles written by Dave Lauck, or any other person. 
 
I understand that modeling for promotional posters, pictures, videos, books, calendars, etc. is a non-paying endeavor which I do of my own free will 
and for my own personal reasons. I fully consent for my photos and images to be used, posted, and printed in any manner at any time. 
I hereby waive any and all rights to blame or thereby seek indemnification of all media companies, their agents, employees, D&L Sports Inc./Dave 
Lauck licensees and/or assigns from any and all claims arising out of, or resulting from my acts or statements.  
 
I understand I am fully responsible for repayment for all damages I may cause to DLSATA property, and any and all property associated with 
DLSATA training and/or events. I am responsible for firearm damage or injury I may cause to another person(s) and/or properties. I am responsible 
for fire or vehicle damage I may be associated with. I understand any vehicle or ATV transportation provided by DLSATA is accepted completely at 
my own risk. Lodging at DLSATA is accepted at my own risk and I accept all existing lodging conditions whether safe or not. Many activities at 
DLSATA events are outdoors and subject attendees to severe weather including thunderstorms and lightning. I assume all risk and responsibility for 
injury and/or damage related to nature. I agree to assume all risks associated with maneuvering on rough ground/terrain in all conditions of lighting 
and darkness. I understand criminal activity with a firearm can be considered a felony criminal act, and I will not engage in same. I certify, under 
penalty of perjury, that I have a clean criminal record. 
 
I fully understand that many wild animals inhabit the Western United States, including bear, mountain lion, rattlesnakes, prairie dogs (and holes). I 
accept all risks associated with these areas and understand backing away from animals is often the safest method of handling an encounter.  I 
understand that no prairie dog shooting is allowed on DLSATA property. No shooting is allowed in any areas that do not feature sound backstops 
within the DLSATA boundaries. No game shooting is allowed out of season on DLSATA property. I understand that shooting a dangerous game 
animal requires safe gun skills and is only a last resort in a defense situation. I understand reloaded ammo is not recommended and it can cause 
death and/or serious bodily injury. 
 
I understand and will abide by all firearms safety rules, including: All guns are always loaded. Never allow your muzzle to cover anything you are not 
willing to destroy. Keep your finger off the trigger until your sights are on the target and you are ready to fire. Be sure of your target and what is 
beyond. Eye and ear protection is required at all times. I am personally responsible for safe gun, ammo, and weapon storage to assure they don't fall 
into the hands of criminals or children. Safe equipment and ammunition are my responsibility. I accept full risk for any equipment and/or ammunition 
in any condition which I may borrow, buy, or use from D&L Sports Inc, Dave Lauck, or any other person. I understand that force on force events can 
be dangerous, and even deadly. My use of paintguns, simunitions, other less lethal weapons, or hand to hand, or knife training is at my own risk. 
D&L Sports Inc. reserves the right to refuse service to anyone. D&L shields are made of rifle steel, but due to the dangerous nature of their use, 
there are no warrantees of any kind. Aircraft transport, training, competition, landing, and travel are all engaged in at my own risk. Aircraft service 
and safety may, or may not, be up to proper standards. I fully accept all aircraft and related training death risks at my own free will. 
 



I have read, understand, and agree to all statements and information in this document. Any questions I had have been answered to my satisfaction 
before signing. 
 
_________________________________________    _________________________________________    ___________________  
                              ( printed name )                                                                ( signature )                                                ( date ) 
 
_______________________________________    ______________________    _____________    _________   ______________  
                         ( street address )                                                ( city )                            ( state )               ( zip )              ( D.O.B. ) 
 
Phone numbers: ________________________________   _____________________________   __________________________  
                                                             ( day )                                               ( evening )                                            ( cell ) 
 
Email: _________________________________   List any current injuries:  _______________________________________________________ 

D&L Sports Inc.     P.O. Box 4843     Chino Valley, AZ 86323     Phone: (928) 636-1726     Fax: (307) 686-5093  


